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We all go canoeing to have fun. Everyone does not

always agree on what is fun and what is not. Unless you

have been canoeing with the same people a lot of times

you probably don't know exactly what their preferences

are when in a canoe or kayak. This guide is written to

help you enjoy the trips as much as possible. The

assumption is that there is a lot of canoeing technique

material available and you don't need to have any more.

This is about going on trips with a group. Some of the

suggestions also apply to individual trips but that is just

an added benefit.

Every piece of advice in this guide comes from having

made a mistake, a lapse of memory or a lack of

concentration. Anyone that has been on many trips will

have made most of them. That's the way we learn and

sometimes have to learn again.

PLANNING

1. First you have to review what kind of trips appeal

to you. The club offers a variety of experiences

from some soft summer cruises to boiling

whitewater. There are also members that

individually sponsor some trips that are not on the

schedule. So you have a large selection. Except

for the coldest part of the winter there are trips

planned at least twice a month.

2. The trip schedule for each year is published each

Spring about the time that the rivers start running

again. It arrives with your club newsletter and

gives you a chance to set aside some dates for

trips.

3. After you have made a preliminary selection of

trips it is time to check and see if the equipment

and skills match the trips. If the equipment needs

replacement or upgrading early spring is a good

time to purchase boats, PFD's , paddles, etc. For

novice paddlers almost anything will be OK. As

soon as you have a little experience begin to

think light weight. The boat and everything in it

has to be carried at least twice each trip

sometimes more often. If the skills need some

improvement then consider contacting the

Training Chairman for what might be available in

classes or on video.

4. HCC is very safety minded. As a group we

support each other on trips, but you are the

person who has to make the decisions about your

own skill level and what risks you are willing to

take. A Trip Sponsor will make a judgement

about what you cannot do but never make a

judgement about what you can do. There is

personal skill rating and river rating material

available from the Safety Chairman. When in

doubt, check with any of the experienced

paddlers.

5. Now select a trip and call the trip sponsor and

inquire about the trip. If you call soon enough the

sponsor could let you assist in scouting the river.

That way you get to do it twice and there is

nothing like practice when it comes to running a

river in a clean and orderly way.

6. Make a checklist of everything you are going to

take on every trip and use it to collect your

equipment the night before you are going to

leave. Having most items stored a few boxes

makes to job a lot easier. Remember about the

weight of things that you take.

7. Don't forget food and drink. Canoeing takes a lot

of energy and you need lots of liquids. Accidents

happen to people when they are tired and not

alert. Not eating can result in more than just

being hungry. Be sure to have food in a

waterproof container. It always seems to be the

first thing that gets wet, even in the bottom of a

boat.

8. Weather is a big problem except on very sunny

summer days. If you don't have a wetsuit or

choose not to wear it bring a change of clothing

stored in a waterproof sack. Even the most

experienced paddlers get to swim once in a while

and hypothermia is not fun to experience and can

be fatal if not stopped. When the weather gets

warm most people like to canoe in less clothing.

Sunburn is a real problem. You are going to get

several hours of exposure. Use lots of sun block

at least PF 8 and probably PF 15 or higher.

9. If you bring small children get PFD's that fit them

and dress them very warm in cold weather. They

will not be as active as you are and will get chilled

a lot easier. If they are riders not paddlers then

make a small seat they can sit on that gets them

off the bottom of the canoe.
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10. Use old but sturdy shoes. Canoeing gets your

feet wet and dirty and the bottom and banks of a

river have sharp rocks, sticks, thorns and even

glass that cuts and bruises feet and ankles. Have

a dry pair of shoes to wear home it really adds a

lot to the trip.

11. Put a copy of the directions to the meeting place

in the vehicle. The places chosen are generally

not hard to find but an unfamiliar town can be

very confusing and county roads in Indiana all

have a familiar look. A compass in the vehicle

could help if the directions are to a remote

location. Allow a few extra minutes for the trip.

EXECUTION

1. When you arrive at the meeting place, you will be

recognized for carrying a canoe or kayak on your

vehicle. Find the trip sponsor and sign the

wavier/release form. If you are new or have not

been on many trips lately get yourself introduced.

If you have any physical or medical condition that

is special please make the trip sponsor aware it

at this time.

2. When you arrive at the put in get your boat and

equipment unloaded as quickly as possible. Then

get it to the river bank. Getting the boat to the

bank is often a task, this is a good time to buddy

with someone so you can get both boats there

with less problems. Place everything that you are

going to take in the boat. Things left behind are

embarrassing and time consuming to retrieve.

You are now ready for the shuttle.

3. The purpose of a shuttle is to provide a means

for having vehicles at the take out so that

everyone can retrieve their vehicle. The most

common method is to take most of the vehicles to

the take out and return one or two with the

drivers. This can vary based on parking space at

the take out and put in areas.

4. Wherever your vehicle is placed it will probably

be in a spot on a county road. There have been

break-ins in the past. It is considered to be a

crime of opportunity. You leave something in

sight that the thieves want, like a wallet or

camera. Leave as little as possible in the vehicle

and out of sight. The occasions of theft are rare

but they do happen.

5. The trip leader will have a short meeting just

before starting the trip. You will get some idea of

the trip length, lunch time and see who is

paddling the lead and sweep see who is paddling

other boats. If you have any questions about the

trip or want a mentor during the trip please ask.

HCC members will give you a lot of help and be

glad to do it.

6. Once on the water take it easy. It takes a few

minutes to get the mind and body concentrating

on the same thing. There are a lot of spills just

getting started. If you are solo find a spot to the

side where you can easily move into the stream.

For tandem paddlers let the stern paddler set a

course downriver and make some progress away

from the put in.

7. For novice paddlers the best advise is let

experience go first. There are two reasons, one is

to observe where they go any how they

maneuver, the second is that below a hazard,

even a small one, is a good place to be for

rescue. Staying a few boat lengths back also

allows for some time to stop or change directions.

There is sort of an on river "etiquette". Leave

enough space and maneuver room to avoid

running into other boats. This particularly true

ahead of rapids or narrow drops.

8. You will find that except for very large rivers a lot

of concentration is required because the currents

are always changing due to bank formations,

downed trees and rocks. Hitting small obstacles

is not a problem, but getting against a tree in fast

water will get you wet or maybe hurt. Experience

will tell you when it is necessary to concentrate

and when to relax. A general rule is faster water

takes more concentration. Most streams change

from one to the other every few hundred yards.

9. Try to take short breaks before you get too tired.

Don't be afraid to rest a while if you get really

tired. Tired paddlers make mistakes in judgement

and execution. The sweep boat will wait for you.

This is a good time to get better acquainted with
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other paddlers. Breaks are also a good time to

collect some litter. Leaving the river cleaner is

always better.

10. Lunch is the long break of the day. Paddlers have

their own individual way of taking nourishment.

Some just open a can or two and other pack a

real picnic. Occasionally someone will try cooking

something, but having a fire is not always

possible because of location or weather.

11. The last mile of a trip is always the longest mile

of the trip. Not really! But it may seems that way.

A measure of a good trip length is that you are

ready to quit a few hundred yards before the take

out. So it follows that you avoid long trips if you

are not in condition to paddle them.

12. Wow! You finally made to the take out and are

looking for a place to land the boat and leave. It's

been an interesting day but dry feet and a wet

drink seem like like all you need. First you have

to reverse the put in procedure. Get all the

equipment and trash out of the boat and to the

vehicle. Then get some help and move the boat

to the vehicle. Tie down the boat and load the

equipment. Now those dry socks and wet drink.

Your friendly trip sponsor should check you off

the river and inform you if there is a refreshment

stop planned for the trip home.

FOLLOW UP

1. Make some mental notes of how the canoeing

was today, what was really enjoyable and what

was a pain. After a few trips it gets easier to get

ready and to the trip. Technique improves with

lessons and practice.

2. Good day or bad. Someone said the worst day on

the river beats the best day at work. Well I don't

know about that but it isn't far from wrong.

SEE YOU ON THE RIVER
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